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All the questions are compulsory

Section A

1. Read the following text and answer the questions that follow:

The electronic age did not drive the printed word out of existence as Marshall McLuhan,
the great media critic and visionary prophesied in 1962. Of course the web, the media and
the global immersion in television have conditioned us. But the future predicted by him
has gone wrong somewhere. The staying power of the book withstood these challenges.

Ever since the invention of the codex in the third or fourth century AD, the book has
proved to be a marvelous tool - great for packaging information, great to thumb through,
comfortable to curl up with, superb for storage and remarkably resistant to damage. It
does not need to be upgraded or downloaded, accessed or booted, plugged into circuits or
extracted from webs. Its design makes it a delight to the eye. Its shape makes it a pleasure
to hold in the hand. And its handiness has made it the basic tool of learning for thousands
of years, even before the library of Alexandria was founded early in the fourth century
Be.

Despite these advantages, we still continue to hear prophecies about the death of the
book. The development of e-book is the most potent of these threats. Everything, it
seems, is being digitized, and every digit hyperlinked to all the others. If the future brings
newspapers without news, journals without pages, and libraries without walls, what will
become of the traditional book? Will electronic publishing wipe it out?

Ironically this likelihood, far from being actualized, has taken a back seat. Sales of
paperbacks have boomed through the Internet marketing policy of Amazon.com and
Barnesandnoble.com.lt is surprising that Americans, who possess the most computers in
(he world, produce and consume more paper with print on it than ever.

The initial phase of utopian enthusiasm for e-publishing has given way to a period of
disillusionment. The book form will stay, it seems, for a host of reasons. Start-up costs
for e-publishing are high. There is the need to design search engines and hyperlinks.
There is also the problem of having to train the staff or procure experts at high salaries.
The price of e-monographs is also high.

Under these circumstances, with problems that still need sorting out, the best solution is
to supplement the traditional book with electronic publications specifically designed for
certain purposes and targeted towards specific reading audiences. In other words it is a
relief (0 know that the old-fashioned codex, printed on folded and gathered sheets of
paper, will not disappear into cyberspace altogether.



..

(a) Write a paraphrase of the above text without plagiarizing the source. (10 marks)
(b) Give the central idea of the text in not more than 3S words. (S marks)

Section B

2. Fill in the blanks in the following sentences by selecting appropriate transition words
or phrases from the list below. (10 marks)

in fact, instead, on the contrary, next, indeed, moreover, however, in other words,
for this reason, therefore, as a rule, in addition

L Retirement should be the reward for a lifetime ofwork.----------, it is widely viewed
as a sort of punishment for growing old.

2. In recent years viruses have been shown to cause cancer not only in chickens but
also in mice, cats, and even in some primates. ----------, it is a reasonable hypothesis
that viruses might cause cancer in humans. .

3. "Ve do not seek solitude. ---------- ,ifv,re find ourselves alone for once, we flick a
switch and invite the whole world in through the television screen.

4. "IV.;: were not irresponsible.-------------, we were trained to think that each of us
should do something that would be of genuine usefulness to the world.

5. There are some slight variations in temperature, but ------- 26 to 27°C should be
expected.

6. We drove the wagon close to a corner post, twisted the end of the wire around it one
foot above the ground, and stap1ed it fast.----------, we drove along the line of posts
for about 200yards, unreeling the wire on the ground behind us.

7. We know very little about pain and what we don't know makes it hurt all the more. -
--------, no form of illiteracy in the United States is so widespread or costly as
ignorance about pain.

8. The latest UN report on education says girls face sharp discrimination in access to
education. , the report says the lack of gender equality in education is an
important obstacle to social and economic progress.

9. The historical sciences have made us very conscious of our past, and of the world as
a machine generating successive events out of foregoing ones. ---------------, some
scholars tend to look totally backward in their interpretation of the human future.

10. The Vice Chancellor explained that in light of the current financial climate and
because of unexpected bad debts, it would be necessary to peg salary levels at their
current level for all grades of staff. --------------- , no-one was getting a pay rise.

3. Choose the correct transition word for the blank in the following sentences, and
choose the correct relation the transition indicates in each sentence. (Sx2=10 marks)

1. I met my friend Annie, I never understood the meaning of the word
unreliable.
(a) Where (b) before (c) first of all

Relation indicated by the transition (a) time (b) addition (c) contrast
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2. One reason people have dogs is for companionship; is for protection.
(a) Once (b) frequently (c) another

Relation indicated by the transition (a) illustration (b) addition (c) conclusion

3. Angry Birds is a new game, it has quickly become very popular.
(a) Although (b) when (c) since
Relation indicated (a) contrast (b) cause and effect (c) time

4. There is no room in your mouth for your wisdom teeth, they will have to
be removed.
(a) For example (b) so (c) but
Relation indicated (a) contrast (b) cause and effect (c) illustration

5. Turtles stay in their shells when they are frightened. , dogs put their tails
between their legs in frightening situations.
(a) After (b) similarly (c) therefore

Relation indicated (a) cause and effect (b) comparison (c) time

Q. 4. Identify the errors of comma splice and run-on in the following sentences. Write
CS for a comma splice and RO for a run-on. Mark a sentence with an F, if it is free from
errors. (10xl=10 marks)

1. The icebergs broke off from the glacier they drifted into the sea.
2. Marie Curie and her husband won a Nobel Prize for the discovery of radium, in

addition, Marie herself won another Nobel Prize for her work on the atomic
weight of radium.

3. The great white shark supposedly eats humans, research shows that most white
sharks spit them out after the first bite.

4. Every living creature gives off a weak electrical charge in the water, and special
pores on a shark's skin can detect these signals.

5. Artists in Santa Fe, New Mexico, are proudly reviving interest in ancient Hispanic
crafts the artists display their handmade items during the annual Traditional
Spanish Market in July.

6. The current was swift; he swam to shore.
7. She ran to the store to buy some eggs, she came home with candies.
8. Heavy rain fell throughout the night, by morning every major road was flooded.
9. Charlie is not only handsome; he is also rich.
10. Entrepreneurship is the study of small business college students are embracing it

enthusiastically.
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